Jamie Nieto Teaching Philosophy
I believe that the game of golf cannot be played at an individual’s highest potential without
building their game around established fundamentals. Attention to golf’s basics, the laws and
principles, will allow the player to swing the club in a manner that produces the most consistent
shots to the target. Lack of attention to these fundamentals will make it extremely difficult to
deliver the club to the ball and produce desired shots.
I believe firmly in the fact that no two swings are alike; in fact golf swings are like fingerprints
unique to each individual. I focus on each individual’s needs and factors that may affect the
swing, age, body shape, strength, and flexibility. I feel that players of all types can play good
golf provided they have sound footing in the fundamentals.
In my lessons I want to keep things as simple as possible so the player will not become
overloaded with information. I take the players swing and focus on the fundamental that will
help them play their best golf, by only making a small change for the most improvement. That
said I don’t believe in “band aids” I want to give the player a lot from a little. Too many players
today are focused on “the perfect swing.” I want to stray away from that and give the player
their own perfect swing, the one that allows for the players best shots.
Aside from teaching players the swing, I want to teach them the game as well. Etiquette,
understanding of the rules, course management and the strongest mental game I can coach them
to. Along with the swing, these facets will help the player hit the best shots, have a more
enjoyable round and most importantly have fun.
“In golf as in life some people succeed because they are destined to, but most succeed because
they are determined to”

